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editorial
The Melbourne Trades and Labour Council has been called the Parliament of

the Trade Unions in Victoria.

Ornamenting the walls of its very fine

Covmcil Chamber are boards with the names of Office Bearers of the Council

for the past 130 years.

Andrew Reeves is on a three year stint working on"

a history of the Council.

At our next meeting he will talk on the history

of the Council in the nineteenth century. .

As usual the meeting will be held in the offices of the Australian Insurance

Employees* Union at 105 Queen Street,. on Tuesday 21 at June, 1983 at 7.4^5pm.
CONTENTS OF RECORDER

Because of the number of items received for this issue, some are held over..

Our'unsuccessful politician' whose diary has been a regular feature must
keep treading water in Brunswick until next issue when we hope to meet- him,

again in Tnainstream".
REVIVED SYDNEY BRANCH OF ASSLH

We are delighted to report that a Branch of the Labour History Society has
been re-established in Sydney after a lapse of more than a decade.
Following a meeting of interested people at Sydney University late in April,
an interim committee has begun the process of organising a newsletter and
regular meetings on a basis similar to that operating in Melbourne.

The

initial membership is about 50 with excellent prospects of growth.
Recorder offers our northern comrades hearty best wishes and looks forward
to the first issue of our Sydney equivalent, the Hummer.

We will keep Recorder readers informed of progress and in a future issue
will announce the address to which members can express their fraternal
support with a subscription to the Hummer.
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CORRESPORDSNGE (Someone loves us)

i

With the death of Tom Audley and not knowing his replacement I lend you the

enclosed $5 with the expectation that you will be able to plac< it in the
right hands. The 'Recorder' is a valuable and most interestini publication.
Fraternally, (Herbert J.Wood).
SUBSCRIFTIOMS TO "LABOUR HISTORY"

This is a reminder that the subscription year for "Labour His- 'ry", the

Journal of our Society, runs from 1st July to 30th June. So i bscriptions
are now due to be renewed.

Subscription prices are :

$Al6.00 individuals; $A2C.OO Institutions; $A10.00 Pensioners. Correspond
ence to P.O.Box 1577. Canberra City, A.C.T, 2601, Australia. : i Victoria

the subscription year runs from 1st January to 31st December aj . the
sub. is $2 a year for the Victorian Branch.
it

»

«

150TH :ARNIVERSARY OF THE TOT.PTTnnT.m MARTYRS.

'

1984 marks the I50th anniversary of the Tolpuddle Martyrs. ( :ORGE LOVE
LESS, JAMES LOVELESS, THOMAS STANFIELD, JOHN STANFIELD, JAMES I ,..MMET and

JOSEPH BRINE were sentenced to 7 years transportation on March 9th; 1834
for administering illegal oaths concerning trade union activit:" s;' ' "
The court house at Dorsetshire where they were tried remained ; use until

1955. The next year it was taken over as a memorial by the. Br;' ish Tfade
Union Congress.

; r t. • -

The six arrived in Sydney on the "Surrey" on August 17th, 1834, George"
Loveless was taken to Hobart. He was pardoned on- March 10th 11 6 and '
arrived back in England on June 13th 1837. Four others returm to ' '

England on March 17th,- 1837. The. last to return home was Jaraef Hhmmet in

1839. The Society will be marking this important anniversary r xt- year
and invites readers of "Recorder" to forward ideas for suitable fundtions.
John Arrowsraith
* * *

BOOK REVIEW from Keith Crisp.

"RECOLLECTIONS OF A REGIMENTAL MEDICAL OFFICER"! H.A.Steward
The Regiment was. the 2/16th Battalion, and the historical intei st of it
lies in the fact that, it was engaged in battles along the Kokoc Track in

darkest days of 1942 when Australia faced its greatest thr« t from the
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then seeming invincible Jepanese. It is a great pity that very little
of this part of our. history has remained unwritten for so long. It has
meant that widespread and untrue versions have been allowed to exist the worst one being that the U.S saved Australia.

Nothing could be further from the truth. The threat that this country
had to face in July, August and September 194.2, was met by Australian .
troops alone at Milne Bay and on the Kokoda Track. When the Japanese
were held on the Track and beaten at Milne Bay, it was mainly the efforts
of the part-time militia that achieved this.

Dr.Steward reveals in the book the strengths and the weaknesses of the

A.I.F. Formed largely to fight foreign wars as part of a larger (British)
force, it had always adopted the outlook of British Imperialism and to some
extent the methods of the British army. Herein lay its great weakness,.

What passed for thinking in the class-ridden British army circles had been
swallowed whole by two generations of A.I.F. They believed that the
"wogs begin at Calais" and "show era a bayonet and they will run a mile".

Dr.Steward faithfully records the suffering, the quiet courage and determin
ation of the wounded who walked back along the Track for five, six
days with little or no help on the way.

or more

What he fails to record is more important. His battalion was part of the
21st Brigade, commanded by Brigadier A.¥.Potts and his thinking was on the
same lines as those who produced a steady series of disasters from Greece
and Crete to Singapore.

And so it was to be with the 21st Brigade and its two Battalions the Uth
and I6th - attitudes had not changed and nothing had been ]earnt from the
experience of the 39th Bn whose record spoke for itself.

Encouraged by the ideas of Potts, one company of 2/Uth Bn. put on a

bayonet charge up a hill in heavy jungle covered by crossfire from Japanese
machine guns. It was not surprising that this resulted in a massacre

arid was soon followed by a rapid withdrawal down the track.
All the lessons learnt about jungle war by those who had been on the

ground before were ignored by Potts. The value of quiet movement;remair>tng
unseen; moving in small groups; no highly visible or audible presence; no
"Custer's Last Stand" ideas were all ignored. The cost was hehvy in lives.
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Had he moved his men forward while they were still fresh and strong he
may have shortened the whole struggle by taking the Kododa Airstrip, so

allowing the supplies to come in and the wounded to be taken out by air.
But it was not to be - the attitudes of those who had got us into trouble
had not changed - they were prepared to learn nothing.
By way of contrast the small group who set out from the Moresby end of the
Track on the 7th July, ,194-2, led by Sam Terapleton who had been in Spain,wer<
anxious to learn. Knowing that they would always be outnumbered, they did
not go in for any mock heroics but made careful studies of the realities^ ^ '

of the situation and took appropriate action in response.

In short,
-'tTT

guerrilla tactics and adaption to the terrain allowed them survival in '
rather terrible conditions,

-i . '

The 82 who set out had no way of knowing what was going to happen to them
■

They accepted., things as they were as they, did not go by the book.. This
was their great strength.

in Malaya and elsewhere.

This was the weakness of Potts

This x^as a great tragedy.

and his'^like '

xv

tihv n

Bevlsed edition of "From Penal Colony to Penal PQx.rQrs".

^

All those ihterasted in Trade Union history and the Arbitratiop system wil^..
be interested to hear that a revised edition of Jack Hutson's."Penal Gplonyf.
to Penal Powers" is on hhe. way.

.. .

The liirst edition was written in 1965 and went to four .editions. But .-a lot •
has happened in the Arbitration system since then .so the part of the book,.,
dealing with the Arbitration system has been completely re-written.
An interesting section is called J'The Fall of the old Penal Powers"* - It

describes hoW; the-penal powers which existed prior to the Fraser Government.were made inoperative by Ihe trade unions.
.^ V , .
Another is called'."The Rise of the Ppnal Powers'. It covers the Penal Powers

included in the .Arbitration Act by the Fraser Government which churned-them..

out in profusion. In addition the book also covers-other Penal Powers thatwere introduced in the legis,lationj.

h

.

The revised edition still has the general value of; giving a .survey of the' *Arbitration System;,.and other, mattera from a, trade union point of view. - ;
* *

- '"li
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ITHE AUSTRALIAN SOCIETY OF COMPOSITORS 1839
THE FIRST TRADE UNION IN AUSTRALIA ?

Dick Curlewis writes "The date of these rules is 1839.

It mentions that

the Society had been in existence since 1835. Peter Tyler, the Treasurer,
had been active in Sydney just prior to that date in a confrontation with
the Sydney papers";
REPORT

Gentlemen,- lour Committee meet you this evening with feelings of great

pleasure- feelings excited by the prospect of seeing the prudent measures
of our brethren of the mother-country adopted in this infant state, at a

period in its history when it promises to be productive of the happiest
effects, both to ourselves and to posterity.

Your Committee cannot but

feel flattered in having the distinction of laying the foundation-stone, as
it were, of this social edifice, which, they doubt not, if care be taken to

cultivate in only a moderate degree the feelings which have once brought us
together, will be built up on the soundest principles of stability, and

prove a lasting monument to those who may come after us, of our equity,
firmness, and moderation.

A necessity for the establishment of a Society for the protection of our

interests has been long felt in this Colony - indeed, a Society was formed
so long ago as the beginning of the year 1835, but was allowed to fall into
decay about twelve months ago.

Since that period, from the enormous

increase in the price of most of the necessaries of life (house rent only
having nearly doubled), the want of a Trade Society has gradually increased,
and been more and more strongly felt.

On the 21st of January, of the

current year, a circular having been previously circulated through the trade

by the chapel of The Sydney Monitor office, a General Meeting took place at
the Crown and Anchor, George Street, and Resolutions were passed to the
following effect
1, That a Society be now established under the tile of THE AUSTRALIAN

SOCIETY OF COMPOSITORS, having for its object solely the protection of the
rights and interests of the profession,
11 , That a committee be appointed, consisting of one Delegate from each

office, and four to be appointed by the present meeting, to draw up the
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Rules and Regulaliions of the Society, to be submitted to the Trade at a
General Meeting to be held this day month; each Office to appoint its ov;n

delegate; five to form a quorum; the Committee to meet for the first time
on Monday, the 26th instant.

III. That the sum of sixpence be paid every Saturday by each Member, for

three months, in order to form a fund to defray the expenses of establishir

the Society; the Delegate of each Office to collect the suras, and to pay
them over to the Treasurer pro tem, hereafter appointed.

IV. That Mr.Peter Tyler be appointed Treasurer pro tem, and act as cne of
the Committee, with authority to defray the necessary expenses of the same.
V. That each member of the Australian Society of Compositors, do now enrol
his name.

:

■

The Committee met at the time appointed, but no Delegate attended from

The Australian or Sydney Gazette Offices,- their publication night inter
fering, The first object of your Committee, on proceeding to. the task ,set
before them, was to obtain as much information as possible on the state of
the Trade in the Colony; and the result of their enquiries was, that the

greatest irregularities prevailed. Apprentices were taken for periods
varying from three to seven years, and in no two Offices did precisely the
same rate of wages prevail.

In legislating for such a state of things,

your Committee also agreed to recommend a Rule to the effect of requiring
in every Establishment the existence of a Chapel, meeting once a month at
least. With respect to the machinery for the carrying on of the Society,
your Committee unanimously decided in favour of recommending the represent
ative system in the formation of a Trade Council, considering it as the moe
simple and most effectual method of condensing the opinions of the Members,
which your Committee consider should ever be the guide of their actio'^c?.
To a Trade Council thus appointed, the Rules which will be submitted to yot

have given large powers, which your Committee think may be safely entrusted'
to a body thus constituted. In appointing Officers, your Committee
considered the less they were in number the more decided would be their

conduct; and they have thus only recommended the appointment of a President
Vice-President, Secretary, and Treasurer. It will be seen that of these

only the two last-mentioned will be Members of the Council, and to a

■I
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choice of them a great deal of the success or other Ise of the Society

may hereafter be attributed.

The ' other Officers a 3 merely honorary.

Your Committee have now enumerated the principal pc its of the subjects for

your consideration to-night. There are several mine matters contained in
the Rules which will speak for themselves, and whic your Committee rely on
your judgment in interpreting rightly.

Altogether there are seven pages of rules relating

d the function of the

Australian Society of Compositor which are similar

i outline to the

Report given by the Committee.
*

MARX : HIS IMPACT ON AUSTRALIA

*

*

- Dr.Lloyd Churchwc i.

Synopsis of Labour Day Oration - Melbourne. Kth Ma zh, 1983
Introduction;

i.., :..

The death of Marx 14.th: March, 1883

Engels' reactions

Writing to Sorge, 15th March, 1883,

"...Be that as it may, mankind is shorter by a head
of our time at that.

and the greatest head

The proletarian moyeraent goes an, but gone is its

central figure to which Frenchmen, Russians, Americ is and Germans spont
aneously turned at critical moments, to receive alvi /s that clear incont
estable counsel which only genius and a perfect und cstanding of the
situation could give."

In his speech at the grave-side of Karl Marx, 17 Ma ah, 1883 Engels said
that 'the greatest living thinker had ceased to exi b.»
"Just as Darwin discovered the law of evolution i organic nature,
so Marx discovered the laws of evolution in hums history; he

discovered the simple fact, perhaps concealed by
of ideology, that mankind must first of all eat
shelter and clothing, before it can persue polit
art, etc.,and that therefore, the production of

an over-growth
id drink, have
as, science, religion,
le immediate material

means of subsistence and consequently the degree af economic develop

ment attained by a given people or during a give epoch form the
foundation upon which the state institutions, th legal constructions,
the art and even the religious ideas of the peop 3 concerned have
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been evolved, and in the light of which these things must therefore be
explained, instead of vice versa, as has hitherto been the case."

Engels went on to say that Marx's second great discovery was "the
law of surplus value",

"The special law of motion governing the present-day capitalist mode
of production, and the bourgeois society that this mode of

production has created,"

I

and, with a note of prophecy, Engels declared :
"His name will endure through the ages and so will his work."
1,
Why has Marxism had such a limited impact on Australia ?

The range of explanations suggested,,,.
My own explanation;

Its inherent difficulty, grounded in German philosophy, English

political economy and French socialism,

2/3rds of this alien.

.

....

The strength of British cultural traditions

Pragmatic, eclectic, Christian, positivist, liberal and strongly
nationalist.
The •peculiarities of the Australian social structure

The open class structure from the 1850s onwards.

The weakness of .

Australian industry - little industrialisation until the 1920s

and

the small size of factories.

The strength of Australian Nationalism

Its racism, isolationism, its provincialism,

;

"

, •,

;

But despite this the impact of Marxism has not been negligible
and It is clearly increasing,
I.;'

11, Marxism and the Australian Labour Movement

The influence goes back to the early 1870s and has been gradually, if

.j

|
■■

not steadily, increasing since.
For convenience we might consider three periods of its influence on

the ALM, 1872-1905: 1905-1921; and 1922 to the present,
(1) Period One, 1872-1905

Throughout these years Marx's influence was mainly mediated through Britain

and North America,

But some direct links with continental Marxists through

out and these increasing after 1896,

June, 1983

The Democratic Association of Victoria.. February 1872. ■

Affiliated wltH first Internatlonai. Sent a delegate to the Hague
Conference. The delegate, W.E. Harcourt, first went to England and
,

^

-

jJAAgj-eiuu aziu

participated in General Council meeting in London and later in Federal
council, Thirteen
Tii-.i-x--.. .
:
issues of- a weekly
paper The International and two of
. a MarxistTheorganisation.
Australian Internationalist Monthly The DAV not essentially
_

.

.

-

-

—^ ^t-.*.

J.1A

The Australian Socialist League. Sydney, 1887

Marxist influence stronger but perhaps not the main influence, Cf.W.G.Higg<
before strike commission in 1891. But notice clear signs of Marxist
influence in the 189/t Manifesto of ASL. Concepts like »proletariat«
'Wage tabour',class struggle, freely used and in the Marxist sense of
these terms. But note also strong influence of land reformers.
From 1899 the ASL became more sectarian. Its members withdrew from^ALP
and ran separate candidates as SLP candidates. Increasing influence of
very doctrinaire SLP of USA.

' William Lane - Marxist or non-Marxist ?

The Victorian Socialist Party. 1905. Tom Mann>s Marxism. The Intern|
■

ational Socialist Club (Sydney).

J

(2) Period Two : 1905-1921

- -

/

-1

r

The impact of the Russian Revolution of 1905 and'1917. Links with ^ixd "
International strengthening after 1905,

-

The SFA 1907 --- ASP "1910 ■

^■""Thb S-LP 1907 "
The IWW Cluhs 1907f .

^ - I
'

''

- '■'v-'f''-

■ v:;/

'

The impact of the Russian Revolution and of Leninism,
The ALP adopts the Socialist Objective, 1921.
" •
(3) Period 3i 1921 to present

• t.

-j.

' '

The ALP finally detaches itself from Marxism. Of. Arthur Calwe^l;
"...the Australian Labor Party has never been Marxist-oriented, and, ^
explicitly rejects the basic taeories of Marx. It rejects completely,
the philosophy of communism." (Labor's Role in Modern Society,1963,p.3l).
The Age of Doctrinaire Marxism

S-LP - ACP and later CPA(M-L) and SPA,

SWP

'
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111 .Marxisia and the Universities

This develops much later than in the ALM. Mainly it concerns Marxist
theory tut practice also important.
The 1920s."
The 1930s. Note the influence of John Anderson in Sydney and at the end
of the thirties the influence of Dan Taylor and Max Crawford in Melbourne.
Note the influence of the Great Depression, of the Soviet Union and of the
world struggle against Fascism.

The 19i0s. Especially 19i5F. The 1950s. The 1960s and after.' '
Conclusion : The future of Marxism in Australia
Has it a future ?

Is it relevant ?

"Where is the party in opposition that has not been decried as communistic
by its opponents in power ? "

"The bourgeoisie cannot exist without constantly revolutionising the
instruments of production, and thereby the relations of production, and
with them the whole relations of society." (C.M)
Marxism as dogma and Marxism as methodology ?
but I put my confidence in the latter.

No doubt both will survive

* * *

MIGRANTS IN MELBOURNE:POLITICS

- by Lyle Allan

Australians with non-Anglo-Celtic ethnic backgrounds have not been active

political participants, and only in very recent years have they been
successful candidates in elections to Australian parliaments.

In the

Liberal party individuals such as Western Australian state Minister Andrew
Mensaros, born in Hungary, and New South Wales Senator Lajovic, born in

Slovenia, are rare.

Their office-holding is not mere tokenism, but

reflects a realisation among the Anglo-Australian majority in the Liberal

Party that recognition must be given to members of minority ethnic groups
who serve the party with enthusiasm and ability.

In the case of the

Australian Labour Party (ALP) the election of candidates with more varied
ethnic origins is beginning to increase for much the same reason. ALP

members responsible for pre-selection see benefits, both to the Party and
even to the wider community, from the endorsement of candidates with a
diverse range of backgrounds.

11.
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Inner Melbourne, the heartland of the Victorian ALP, is slowly experienc
ing an ethnic transformation. This transformation has been ;ln pi'ocoss
since at least 1955, if not earlier. Inner-Melbourne politics before
1955 were the politics of Irish-descended catholics. Traditionally,the
inner-Melbourne councils of Collingwood, Fitzroy and Richmond have been
controlled by Irish-catholic ALP machine.

The less Irish suburbs of

Brunswick and Northcote have not always been ALP-controlled in local
government, but for most of this century returned ALP members to state
parliament with substantial majorities. A gerrymander resulted in Melbour*

City Council control by Liberal Party supporters representing the central
business district, although Irish catholics usually held Melbourne City
council wards in Carlton and North Melbourne for the ALP.

The machines

of John Wren, and later of ideologically committed Catholics in sympathy
with B.A. Santamaria's Movement controlled the ALP local organisation
in much of inner-Melbourne before the 1955 ALP split.
Consequences of ALP Split ;

The ALP split of 1955 replaced Irish-descended catholics in both ALP local
organisation and municipal councils in the inner-Melbourne ALP heartland "

with personnel-more Anglo, less Irish and less catholic. As a consequence
of the split most Irish-descended catholics active before 1955 in the

Victorian ALP joined the Democratic Labour Party (DLP). The DLP soon
ceased to be a force in inner-Melbourne politics, although it controlled

Richmond council from 1955 to 1957. DLP councillors were normally elected

in Hotham Ward (North Melbourne) on the Melbourne City council until as
late as 1965, when the completion of high-rise Housing Commission flats
in Debney Park turned the Ward into an ALP stronghold.
Dominance replacement in 1955 and soon after was incomplete. IrishAustralians who remained with the ALP, such as the O'Connell's in Richmond
retained their influence in local government, even if this influence was
now greatly reduced. The post World V/ar 11 immigration did not influence
Inner-Melbourne politics while migrants refused to take out Australian
citizenship. Non-naturalised migrants were ineligible to vote in state
and federal parliamentary elections (and still are ineligible), but wore
enfranchised by the Hamer government for local government elections in

k
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Victoria in 1975. Despite the fact that inner-Melbourne was becoming
increasingly less Anglo very few migrants from Continental Europe sought
election to local councils in this area until the 1970's.
Migrants Before 1970

It is not proposed to examine the reasons why migrants did not greatly
participate in Australian politics before 1970.

Explanations of this'

situation include arguments that migrants lack linguistic and political
competence and that because migrants are "people whom politics has

already failed", migrant apathy runs deep.

The relative absence of

migrant participation in inner-Melbourne local government before .1970 is

probably a reflection on the demoralised state of the post-split ALP*
The only real power ALP branch members might possess, the pre-selection

of candidates, was exercised by the Victorian Central Executive, a body
representative of industrial unions rather than the mass party membership,
from 1955 until 1970. Nevertheless the selection of both parliamentary
and municipal candidates during this period probably reflected the majoritj'
Anglo ALP membership.

Non-Anglo control of the ALP in inner-Melbourne

was probably postponed by the fact that a body which appeared to be
prejudiced against migrants or made little effective effort to secure their
support controlled pre-selection.
Trendy Influence

The failure of migrants to join the ALP in the early' 1970's allox/ed

"trendies" to take over the local organisation in Collingwood and Fitzroy.
Trendies are middle-class residents, usually Anglo, who might be more at
home in other parts of Melbourne but suddenly found the decaying and
run-down inner-Melbourne to be to their liking. The trendy influence has
been marked, particularly in Fitzroy where trendies elected on the ALP
tickiBt took over the local council.

Typically trendy houses reflect a

siege mentality, with high walls presumably serving as protection against

ethnic and blue-collar plebs.

The placement of barriers by the trendy

Fitzroy council on roads to restrict traffic flow has virtually i turned
the suburb into a ghetto.

Trendy influence has also been present in ALP

parliamentary pre-selections.

Brian Howe, Sociology lecturer and Methodis"'

minister, was fortunate to benefit from the trendy ascendancy in the

'age 13.
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Ethnic instit-

itionalisation in the form of political organisation will probably see
ihe trendy ascendancy as a temporary phase of inner-Melbourne political
iransition.

■talo-Australian Labor Council

Ithnic institutionalisation in an inner-Melbourne political sense has its

)eginnings with the formation of extra-party ethnic adherent organisations
tf which the best established was Captain Giuseppe di Salvo's Gohsii^lxb

taliano del Laboro

(Italo-Ahstralian Labor council). While such groups

ere responsible for participation in Australian politics by many migrants
•hey did not politicise ethnicity in any effective sense for the very

eason they were not part of the formal structure of any political party,'
esentment at the failure of Di Salvo to obtain ALP pre-selection for the
ouse of Representatives seat of Batman in 1966 ensured his Italian
;
dherent organisation would cease to be important in the Victorian ALP.
any Italian-ethnics considered Di Salvo had been passed over in favour;
f an Anglo candidate only because he was an Italian.
ailure of Multi-Cultural Groups

.

' '

he importance- of extra-party ethnic adherent organisations as marking the
eginnings of ethnic political institutionalisation in inner-Melbourne lies
ot in the fact that they encouraged participation, but in the fact that

hey showed the way to the means by which non-Anglo-Celtic ethnic groups
ould participate effectively in inner-Melbourne politics. Extra-party
thnic adherent organisations did this by demonstrating that they had some
ider appeal to particular ethnic groups.

This is in contrast to the

osition with multi-cultural groups formed by Victorian political parties,
ulti-cultural groups, called New Australian; Committees or New Australian
Duncils, were formed in Victoria by each of the Liberal Party, the ALP

ad 1he DLP in the 1950's.

None proved capable of uniting differing ethnic

poups, and policies formulated by these bodies were rarely more than :

3ken presentations on issues such as naturalisation and pension rights,
alti-cultural groups were often dominated by certain minority ethnic
roups whose presence was repellent to others, and partly for this reason
are often seen by the parties themselves as being unimportant, so much so
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that by 1970 all multicultural groups in major Victorian political parties
had failed.

The extra-party ethnic adherent organisation of Captain Di Salvo was the
prototype for ALP organisation of particular ethnic groups which occurred
after intervention in the affairs of the Victorian ALP by the Federal ALP
Executive in 1970.

Substantial alterations in party structure resulting

from intervention made intra-party ethnic organisation viable by reason'
of the fact that branch members now enjoyed, in comparison to the position
before 1970, considerable opportunities to serve on party committees and
pre-selection panels.

Ethnic ALP branches were the logical form intra-

party ethnic organisation should take.
Move by Socialist Left

Ethnic branches were not primarily the product of initiative by individual
ethnics.

They represented a calculated move by the Socialist Left faction

in the Victorian ALP to obtain an advantage for that faction in internal
party elections,

Victorian ALP post-1970 rules provide for internal

party elections to be conducted under the single-transferable-vote system

of proportional representation,

A collegiate system of pre-selection with •

rank and file delegates elected by the proportional voting system makes
organisation of branches a worthv.'hile exercise for party power-brokers with
a sense of numbers.
First Ethnic Branches in Victorian ALP

The first ethnic branches in the Victorian ALP were formed in Northcote in

1975, representing the two largest non-Anglo ethnic groups living in the
municipality.

To ensure respectability by minimising opposition to their

formation locality names were used for the two branches, Croxton (Italian)

and Westgarth (Greek),

The Croxton branch has been largely inactive,

possibly being the smallest ALP branch numerically in Northcote,

The

inability of Croxton branch to expand is probably a reflection on its
declining base among Northcote's Italian community,
moved away from Northcote in great numbers.

Italians appear to have

The Greek Westgarth branch has

expanded greatly since its inception, by 1977 becoming the largest ALP
branch in the Northcote municipality, placing it in a very strong position

in any pre-selection for Northcote councillors.
To bs continued

Lloyd Edmonds,
93 Roberts Street,
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